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THE COMPACT NEIGHBORHOOD EXTENSION PROPERTY
AND LOCAL EQUI-CONNECTEDNESS
NGUYEN TO NHU AND KATSUROSAKAI
(Communicated by James West)

Abstract. It is shown that any cr-compact metrizable space is an AR (ANR)
if and only if it is (locally) equi-connected and has the compact (neighborhood)
extension property.

Introduction
In this paper, all spaces are metrizable unless otherwise stated. An AR (or
ANR) means an absolute retract (or absolute neighborhood retract). A space
X is an AR or ANR if and only if X is an AE (= absolute extensor) or ANE
(= absolute neighborhood extensor) for metrizable spaces, respectively. It is
said that a space X has the compact extension property (CEP) [K] provided
for any space Y and any compactum A in Y, each map /: A —>X can
be extended over Y. If /: A —>X can be extended over a neighborhood
of A in Y, we say that X has the compact neighborhood extension property
(CENP). As is easily observed, X has the CEP if X is contractible and has
the CNEP. Since any compactum can be embedded in a compact AR (e.g.,
the Hilbert cube), it follows that X has the CNEP (or the CEP) if and only if
X is an ANE (or AE) for compacta. Hence every compactum with the CNEP
(or the CEP) is an ANR (or an AR). J. van Mill [vM] constructed a separable
metrizable space which has the CEP but is not an ANR. In [CM], this example
was improved to be completely metrizable by using an example of Edwards,
Walsh, and Dranishnikov [E, Wa, Dr] of dimension-raising cell-like maps. In
the light of the example of van Mill, the following problem arises:

Problem [We, Problem ANR 13]. Is every cr-compact space X with the CEP

an ANR?
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In [Do], Dobrowolski showed that this problem is affirmative in case X is a
convex set in a linear topological space (cf. [BM]). A space X is locally equiconnected (LEC) if there exists a neighborhood U of the diagonal AX in X2

and a map X : U x I -» X such that X(x, y, 0) = x and X(x, y, 1) = y
for any (x, y) e U and X(x, x, t) = x for any x e X and iel.
In case
U = X2 , X is equi-connected (EC). Note that a space is EC if and only if it is
contractible and LEC. Any linear topological space is EC. More generally, any
contractible topological group X is EC (e.g., see [Do, Example 2]). Furthermore
a topological group X is LEC if the unit of X has a neighborhood which is
contractible in X. We generalize their result as follows:
Main Theorem. Any a-compact space is an AR (ANR) if and only if it is EC

(LEC) and has the CEP (CNEP).
Note that an ANR is an AR if it is C°° [Hu, Chapter III, Proposition 7.3] and
that both the CEP and equi-connectedness imply C°° . Thus any cr-compact

space is an AR if and only if it is LEC and has the CEP if and only if it is EC
and has the CNEP.
We have the following corollary (cf. [Do, Proposition and Note 5]):
Corollary. Any a-compact topological group X is an ANR if the unit of X has
a neighborhood which is contractible in X and X has the CNEP. Hence any
contractible a-compact topological group X is an AR if X has the CNEP.
We introduce in §2 a weaker property than the local equi-connectedness and
establish in §3 a more general result than the main theorem by using this property. This property gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a
strongly countable dimensional LC°° space is an ANR.
1. A CHARACTERIZATION OF ANR'S

Let X = (X, d) be a metric space with no isolated point. The nerve of
an open cover % of X is denoted by N(%7). The polyhedron \N(%7)\ is
considered with the Whitehead topology, not with the metric topology. Let
%7= C%7n)„eN
be a sequence of open covers of X. It is said that %7 is a zero
sequence if mesh24 —>0 as b-»oo. We denote

TN(W)= (J N(%7nU%7„+x).
For each o e TN{7$¿),we define
n(o) = sup{« e N|cr e N(%7„u K+x)}Since mesh'ïïn -> 0 as n -►oo, f|«GN^» = 0 >so n(o) eN is well defined. In
case (K)nm is nested, i.e., % D %2 D • • • , we have TN(%7) = N(%) and

m(o) = sup{« e N | a e N(K)} = n(o) + 1 Vere V2.
The following is an alteration of the characterization of ANR's of [N, Theorem

1-1]:
Theorem 1. A metric space X with no isolated point is an ANR if and only if X
has a zero sequence %7= (^¡)«eN of open covers with a map g: \TN(%7)\ —>X
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such that g(U) e U for each U e %7 and diamg(cr;) -►0 if n(o¡) -> oo for
any sequence (ov),gN in TN(W).
Proof. First note that the notation K ^ {^7n} in [N] means that K is a subcomplex of TN(¡2¿). Obviously the condition (ii) of [N, Theorem 1-1] implies
the above condition. Let ^ and g be as in the condition, K a subcomplex

of TN(W), and /: K^ -» X a selection (i.e., f(U) e U for each U e K<®).
For any sequence (er,),eN in K with n(o¡) —»oo,

0(a) = sup{d(g(x) ,f(V))\xeoi,

Ve of])

< diam£(tj,) + max{mesh^'„((T,), mesh^^+i}

-♦ 0.

Hence the above condition implies the condition (iii) of [N, Theorem 1-1]. Thus
the theorem follows from [N, Theorem 1-1]. D

2. Property

(S)

Here we introduce some property of LEC metric spaces. A sequence %7=
(%?n)nenof families of open sets in a metric space X is called a covering sequence in X if mesh % -> 0 as n -» oo and each ^4°° = [)i>n ^í covers X,
namely, %7°°= (%77?°)neN
is a zero sequence of open covers of X. A refinement
of a covering sequence (^4)„6n of J is a covering sequence (^)w6n of X

such that each 2^ refines 24 .
Lemma 1. Each covering sequence (%7„)neNin X has a refinement (2^)„eN such

that each Wn is locallyfinite in X.
Proof. Let Wn be locally finite open covers of X (n e N) such that each Wn
is a star-refinement of ^4°° and also a refinement of Wi for all i < n. For

each « e N, we define
Tn = {WeWn\3Ue%7„s.t.

WcU}cWn.

Then each 2^°° covers X. In fact, each x e X is contained in some W eW„,
and the star s^W7, ^) is contained in some U e %m (m ^ n). Choose
V eWm so that xeV.
Since Wm refines f.Jc
st(W, W„) c U, which
implies F € 2^, c 2^°° . Thus (%)„6n is a covering sequence in X, which is
the desired refinement of (%)«eN • □
Definition of Property (S). A metric space X with no isolated point has Property (S) provided the following conditions hold:
(1) for any sequence {G„ \ n e N} of open sets in X such that Ul>n G,■= X,
there exists a covering sequence (2^)„gN such that U 2^¡ c G„ for each n e N ;

and
(2) for any refinement (W„)„€N of (^)„6N suchthat WnV\Wm= 0 if n ¿ m
and for any selection f0: W¡°° -* X (i.e., f(W) e W for each W e W¡°°),
if /o extends to a map /: | ®„6N W(^)| -*-X so that /(ct) u Wxu • • • U Wk
is contained in some V e % for each o = (Wx, ... ,Wk) e N(Wn), then f0
extends to a map /: \N(WX°°)\-+I so that diam/(cr,) -» 0 as n(cr,) -♦ oo for
any sequence (t7;),6N of Simplexes of N(W7°°).
Remark. In the above definition, it is necessary to assume that X has no isolated point. In fact, as is easily observed, if X has an isolated point, then X
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does not have a covering sequence (Wn)n& as described above. In case X has
no isolated point, we have the following:
Lemma 2. If X has no isolated point, then any covering sequence C%Ç)nm of
X has a refinement (Wn)„eN such that Wn n Wm = 0 if n±m.
Proof. By Lemma 1, we may assume that each % is locally finite in X. Let
WX=CVX,and assume that Wx, ... ,Wn-X are defined so that each W[ is locally

finite in X and refines Tt, \]Wi = \S'Vi,and WifYW}= tz if 1 # j. Since X
has no isolated point and (ji<n W¡ is locally finite in X, each V e %i^\}i<n "^i
contains infinite many points x such that V \ {x} £ (J,<n W¡. Let xy and yy
be such distinct points of V. We define

^n = (%\[Jt<n^,)xJ{V\{xr},V\{yy}\V€^tn[Ji<nW¡}.
Then Wx, ... ,Wn satisfy the above inductive assumption. By induction, we
can obtain the desired refinement C%n)neN of C%)nen • □

Theorem 2. If a metric space X is LEC and has no isolated point, then X has
Property (S).
Proof. Since X is LEC, X has a local equi-connecting map X: U x I —»X,
where U is an open neighborhood of the diagonal AX in X2 . Then X has a
sequence of open covers (2^)«6nu{0} suchthat mesh^ < 2~" , st(x, 2^)2 c U
for each x e X, and
{X(st(x,Vn)2xl)\xeX}^Vn_x.
For any sequence {Gn \ n e N} of open sets in X such that \Ji>n G¡ = X, let
Tn' = {V n G„\V e Tn}. Then it is easy to see that (^OnerTis a covering
sequence of X.
Let (Wn)nm be a refinement of (Tn')„& such that ^ n% = 0 if n^m,
and let /: | ®„eN A^(3^)| -^Ibea

(0) VbeN,Vu

map such that f\W[°°

= (^.Wk)eN(Wn),

is a selection and

3V eTn s.t.

f(o) xjWx\J---UWkcV.
Let L0 = ®„eN AT(3^), and for each k e N, let
Lk = Lk_x u {a'a" e N(WX°°)\o'eLo,o"

e Lk_x).

Then clearly N(W{X) = U*6Nu{0}Lk ■Reca11 m(a) = SUP{" e N | er e N(Wn°°)}
for each o e N(W[°°). Then each o e Lk\ Lk_x can be uniquely written as
the join:

(*)

0 = 0'a",

o'eLo,

Then note m(o) = m(o').

o"eLk_x,

m(o')<m(o").

By induction, we can construct maps fk : \Lk\ -♦ X,

fceN, such that
(k)x w = (wx,...,

wn) eLk,3Ve%,{a)-x

s.t.

f(o) XjWxxj---xjWncV,
(k)2 if a'a" e Lk and m(a') < m(o"), then V> e 0' e L0, Vz e a" e

Ljt-i.Vrel,

A((i-<)y + tó) = A(/Cy),/t_I(z),o.
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where fo = f- In fact, write o = (Wx, ... , W„) e Lk\ Lk_x as (*), where
o' = (WX,..., Wm) and a" = (Wm+X,...,Wn).
Since o e N(W™), there is
x e Wxn • • •n W„. Since / and fk_x satisfy (0) and (k - l)x, respectively, we
have V, V" e Tm{0) such that
f(o') U WxU • • ■U Wn, C V ,
fk-X(0-")öWn, + xö---öWnCV".

Then xeV'nV",

so

f(o') x fk-X(o") c V x V" c st(x, Tm(a))2c U.
Hence yfc_1|crn|yV(Lfc_1)|can be extended over a by (k)2 because it satisfies
(k - 1)2. Moreover, in the above,
WxU • • ■U WHC V U V" c st(x, Tm{a)).
Therefore, such extensions give fk which satisfies (k)x. Since y¡tl|7<fc-i|= fk-X
for each n e N, the desired extension /: |tV(^°°)| —>X can be defined by

f\\Lk\ = fk for each k e N. In fact, diam/(rj) ^ mesh^^

< 2-m^+x.

D

3. Proof of the main theorem
We extend the concept of CNEP as follows: Let ^ be a class of spaces. A
space X has the W-neighborhood extension property ß'-NEP) provided for any
space Y and any closed set A in Y such that A e?, each map /: A -►X
can be extended over a neighborhood of A in Y. Similarly the ^-extension
property ß'-EP) is defined. It is said that W is topological if any space homeomorphic to a space in W is also contained in ^. And ^ is closed additive pro-

vided if X, Y e W and both X and Y are closed inlur,

then XllY e&.

We denote
% = {X = [}n^Xn \VXne% is closed in X}.
The main theorem easily follows from Theorem 2 and the following:

Theorem 3. Let W be a closed additive topological class of metrizable spaces
and X eWa with no isolated point. Then X is an ANR if and only if X has
the W-NEP and Property (S) with respect to some/any metric compatible with

the topology.
Proof. Since any ANR is LEC and has the g'-NEP, the "only if part follows
from Theorem 2. We show the "if part. We can assume that X is a closed
subset of a normed linear space E by Arens-Eells's Embedding Theorem [AE]
(cf. [T]). Since X e % , we can write X = UnfEN
Xn , where X\ C X%C • • • is
a tower of closed sets in X and Xn e W for each n e N. By the fé'-NEP, we
have open neighborhoods Gn of Xn in E and maps g„ : G„ -> X such that
g„\X„ = id. By using Property (S), we have a covering sequence C^"n)nm of
X which satisfies the condition for (G„ n X)„eN . For each n e N, let Wn be
an open cover of |J ^ such that

(i) Vxem^VeVn

s.t.

convst(;c, Wn) c GrtHg-^F)
(ii) n¿m^Wn\-\Wm
= c¡,

and

X n convst(.x, Wn) c F;
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where conv.4 denotes the convex hull of A in E. Then W = (Wn)nç^ is
a covering sequence of X, namely, W°° = (Wn°°)n^ is a zero sequence of
open covers of X. Let fo: W700-* X be a selection. By (i), each fo\Wn can
be extended to the map /„: |tV(3^¡)| -♦ G„ which is linear on each simplex of

N(Wn). We define a map /: |®„6NATO| -+ X by f\\N(Wn)\ = gnf„ for
each n e N. For each o = (Wx,... ,Wk) e N(Wn), choose x e Wxn---nWk.
Then we have V e %i by (i) such that
f(o) u^u-ulric
g„(conv st(x, Wn)) U conv st(x ,W„)cV.
Hence / extends to a map /: lA^^00)! -♦ X such that diam/(rj,) -> 0 as
n(oi) — 00 . Since TN(W°°) = N(Wl°°), X is an ANR by Theorem 1. D
Remark. In the above theorem, the W-NEP of X can be replaced by the condition that X = (J„6NX'n> where X[ c X'2C ••• are closed in X and have
the i'-NEP. In fact, we can take the tower (X„)„6n so that Xn c X„ for each
n eN. Then the above proof goes through.
In the above remark, when W is the class of all metrizable spaces, we have

the following:
Corollary 1. Let X be a metric space with no isolated point such that X =
\JneNXn, where Xx c X2 C ••• are ANR's and closed in X. Then X is an

ANR if X has Property (S).
Corollary 1'. Let X = (J„6n xn , where X\ C Xi C • • • are ANR's and closed
in X. Then X is an ANR if X is LEC.
Since a space X is LC°° , X has the i^-NEP [Hu, Chapter V, §2], where
7? 27 is the class of finite-dimensional spaces. A space is strongly countable
dimensional if it is a countable union of finite-dimensional closed sets. By
Theorem 3, we have the following:
Corollary 2. Any strongly countable dimensional metric space X with no isolated

point is an ANR if and only if X is LC°° and has Property (S).
Remarks. In the above corollary, Property (S) is necessary. In fact, there exists
an LC°° continuum which is a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta
but not locally contractible and so not an ANR (cf. [Hu, Chapter V, §9]).
It is known that a countable dimensional locally contractible space is an ANR
(cf. [Ha] and [G]). Then it is natural to ask whether a locally contractible metric
space with no isolated point has Property (S) or not. However the classical
Borsuk example is a locally contractible continuum which is the union of an
increasing sequence of compact ANR's (cf. [Hu, Chapter V, §8]) but it does
not have Property (S) by Corollary 1. This is pointed out by the referee. The
authors would like to thank him for this remark.
Finally we mention that the main theorem can also be proved by using the
result of J. van der Bijl and J. van Mill [BM, Theorem 2.1]. This is rather easy,
but the approach in this paper yields such interesting corollaries as those above.
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